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Abstract—In this paper, we address the modeling and analysis
issues associated with a generic theater level campaign where two
adversaries pit their military resources against each other over
a sequence of multiple engagements. In particular, we consider
the scenario of an air raid campaign where one adversary uses
suppression of enemy air defense (SEAD) aircraft and bombers
(BMBs) against the other adversary’s invading ground troops
(GTs) that are defended by their mobile air defense (AD) units.
The original problem is decomposed into a temporal and a spatial
resource allocation problem. The temporal resource allocation
problemisformulatedandsolvedinagame-theoreticalframework
as a multiple resource interaction problem with linear attrition
functions. The spatial resource allocation problem is posed as
a risk minimization problem in which the optimal corridor of
ingress and optimal movement of the GTs and AD units are
decided by the adversaries. These two solutions are integrated
using an aggregation/deaggregation approach to evaluate resource
strengths and distribute losses. Several simulation experiments
were carried out to demonstrate the main ideas.
Index Terms—Air campaign modeling, applied game theory,
military campaigns, resource allocation, resource interaction
models.
I. INTRODUCTION
I
N large-scale theater level military operations, air cam-
paigns are frequently used as the preferred mode of invasion
of enemy territory [1]–[3]. They are also effective measures of
defenseagainstenemyinvasionintofriendlyterritory.Advance-
ments in computing infrastructure, communication systems,
and weapon systems technology have opened up significantly
novel possibilities in the design and development of automated
theater level air campaign management systems. This has led
to renewed interest by researchers in recent years in the general
area of automated battle management of which air campaigns
are an important component [4]–[11]. These papers indicate
that automation of air campaign planning operations offers
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several avenues to apply theoretical and conceptual develop-
ments arising from game theory, operations research, artificial
intelligence, and decision theory.
A typical air campaign involves several classes of flight
vehicles, each having its own operational role, utility, and
capability. For instance, an air campaign may consist of
vehicles for surveillance and reconnaissance, strike aircraft
for detection and suppression of enemy air defenses (also
known as SEAD aircraft), fighter aircraft for aerial air defense
(AD), and bombers (BMBs) for destroying ground-based
targets of value to the enemy. In its generic form, a viable
model for an air campaign consists of two adversaries and
several resources of various types belonging to each of the
adversaries. One of the adversaries carries out the air campaign
in order to thwart some objective of the other adversary who,
in turn, defends itself against the air campaign while trying to
achieve its goals. This process results in interactions among
the adversaries’ resources. These interactions occur several
times over a prolonged time period and the results of these
interactions ultimately decide the outcome of the campaign.
The types of resources used depends on the objectives of the
adversaries. Some possible objectives are reaching a target in
the enemy territory and destroying it, preventing enemy forces
from reaching a destination with sufficient strength, movement
of resources to ensure survivability, etc.
An air campaign against enemy forces has all the elements
of a two player game in which each player takes certain de-
cisions regarding the utilization of available resources in each
mission, the route to be selected for attack, the movement of
various resources, and other relevant aspects of a military mis-
sion. Although campaign modeling per se is a game-theoretical
problem, given its large size and attendant complexity, formula-
tions of campaigns as a game have not been successful in terms
of obtaining optimal solutions. Conceptual and computational
difficulties abound in these models. As a result, there are hardly
any efforts available in the literature that address the problem
of air campaign planning in its totality. Of course, considerable
literature does exist on individual problems that arise as a part
of the decision making process in air campaign planning.
Theproblemaddressed inourpaperisthatofanaircampaign
in which the friendly (BLUE) forces attempt to thwart the inva-
sion of its territory by the enemy (RED) forces. BLUE has two
types of resources at its disposal—SEAD aircraft and BMBs.
REDhas AD unitsand groundtroops (GTs).The SEAD aircraft
detect and destroy enemy ADs and create a safe corridor for the
BMBs to penetrate into territory defended by the RED AD units
anddestroytheinvadingGTs.Thecampaigniscarriedoutinthe
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form of several SEAD/BMB missions, each lasting for perhaps
half a day or even a complete day, while the RED forces plan
themovementoftheirADunitsinordertoaffordmaximumpro-
tection to their invading GTs. Although this problem appears to
be specific to a certain type of air campaign application, it has
many of the major components of a generic air campaign and
has been used in the literature to illustrate various aspects of air
campaign planning, modeling, analysis, and simulation [11].
It turns out that even a simply stated problem like this, when
formally expressed in a game-theoretical framework, poses in-
tractable difficulties in its solution. This is perhaps the main
reasonthatthistypeofaircampaignplanningproblem,although
of great importance to military strategists, has seldom been ad-
dressedinitstotalityeitherinthegame-theoryliteratureorinthe
control theory literature. Some of the complications that arise in
attempting to solve this problem are due to several apparently
unrelated objectives that each adversary has at different stages
of the game. For instance, the BLUE forces have to decide the
optimum route of ingression into the enemy territory and the
number ofSEAD aircraft and BMBs thatshould be used ineach
mission. The RED forces, on the other hand, have to decide on
how to move its AD units and GT units, and also how many of
the AD units to be used for defense purposes. This imposes an
asymmetry among the adversary’s decision variables.
In the early days of development of game theory and its ap-
plication to analysis and design of military strategy, researchers
had indeed addressed problems that have some similarity with
the problem addressed in our paper. A brief review of these
papers follows.
One of the earliest papers that addresses the air campaign
problem is the tactical air war game formulated by Berkovitz
and Dresher [12]. This paper was a generalization of an earlier
paper by Fulkerson and Johnson [13] and was a seminal work
that demonstrated the application of game theory to realistic
warfare modeling. In this paper the two adversaries (RED and
BLUE) are evenly matched in terms of their resources, thus im-
posing a certain symmetry in their resource types, capabilities,
and decision variables. Specifically, both players have several
aircraft in their arsenal. These aircraft have to be assigned
different roles of counter-air, air defense, and ground support.
This tactical air war game is assumed to consist of a sequence
of several missions, each of which consists of simultaneous
counter-air, air defense, and close-support operations under-
taken by each adversary to achieve an objective represented by
a payoff function which is described as the difference in the
number of planes allocated for ground support. This is based on
the assumption that the number of aircraft allocated for ground
support is, in some sense, responsible for the advancement that
the ground forces of the adversaries achieve in the battlefield.
Solution is sought in terms of the optimal partitioning of the
aircraft resources in each mission by both adversaries. It turns
out that for a large number of stages both players need to use
mixed strategies. In a later paper, Berkovitz and Dresher [14]
extended this model to the situation when the players have two
types of aircraft (BMBs and fighters) that could be partitioned
among the three different tasks. The assumption of resource
symmetry was maintained. The optimal strategies were shown
to be mixed for both players.
Another classical paper that addressed a problem that has
some similarity to the resource allocation problem addressed
in our paper was by Blackwell [15] on multicomponent attri-
tion games where the two players have several resources each.
The game is defined in normal form where each player selects
an action from a finite set of actions. Each action pair leads to
an attrition to each resource of the players. The game is played
several times until at least one of the resources is reduced to
zero. The game is defined through the attrition matrices associ-
ated with each resource. The strategy of each player is defined
in terms of a probability distribution on its action set. In spite
of its simplicity, Blackwell’s multicomponent attrition game
is difficult to solve. Even when the attrition matrices are con-
stant,thegameprovestobeintractable[16].Blackwelltherefore
solves a somewhat different problem in which he investigates
the asymptotic behavior of the optimal probability distribution
on the discrete action space (that is, optimal mixed strategies)
as the initial resource levels of the two players are increased
infinitely while keeping the relative resource levels fixed. This
transforms the game to an infinitely repeated game with no lim-
itation on the attrition to resources. The solution to this game
is obtained in terms of conditions on the initial resource levels
of the two players such that probability of win of one of the
players asymptotically approaches one. Certain deep results in
approachability-excludability theory in vector games, based on
the generalization of the classical Minimax theorem to games
withvectorpayoffs[17],areusedtoarriveattheseresults.While
thisisaninterestingresult,itsactualinterpretationinthecontext
ofapracticalwarfaresituationappearstobedifficultmainlydue
to the assumption of the initial resource levels being infinitely
large.
There have been a few other attempts to solve similar
problemsrelevanttomilitarycampaigns.Onesuchattemptisby
Bracken and McGill [18], where a mathematical programming
approach is taken to formulate the problem of aircraft sortie
allocation for a two stage game. The formulation of the
game and the proposed algorithm depends strongly on the
convexity of the payoff function. Another recent effort in this
direction is by Griggs et al. [4], who develop an air mission
planning algorithm using decision analytic and mixed integer
programming techniques.
Our model differs from the tactical air war model in several
ways. For instance, we recognize the fact that in the modern
scenario the roles and capabilities of military aircraft are highly
specialized and so aircraft cannot be treated as a single resource
that can be partitioned and used for several different tasks.
Therefore, we consider different types of aircraft as different
resources. Also, GTs and AD units are considered as separate
resources. Furthermore, we model the air campaign planning
problem as an asymmetric game where one of the adversaries
carries out an air campaign against the other adversary who
mounts a ground invasion escorted by AD units. Finally,
we explicitly consider the spatial dimension of the problem
in terms of movement of the GTs and mobile AD units, as
well as the creation of the SEAD/BMB ingress corridors
and distribution of active and passive AD units. This spatial
aspect of an air campaign has been completely suppressed
in the tactical air war game. Contributions that consider only
the temporal resource allocation problem, but with the type
of models described here are [19] and [20]. Another related
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a discretization of the state and action spaces is reported in
Krichman et al. [22], demonstrating the need for mixed strategy
solutions for multiple stages. A recent paper by Cruz et al.
[23] describes a discrete time air operation model, where the
solution is proposed in terms of a single-stage Nash strategy.
Blackwell’s multicomponent attrition game has certain simi-
larities withour modelin termsof theresource attrition process.
However,therearesomeimportantdifferencestoo.Ourmultiple
resource interaction game is a continuous kernel game with the
actions being functions of the available resource levels, while
in Blackwell’s multicomponent attrition game, the action space
is discrete and no specific relation between the actions and the
available resource strengths is assumed. In our model the attri-
tion matrices may not be constant over the many plays of the
game as they are functions of the available resource levels. The
interaction dynamics in our model is specified through a well-
defined sequence of interactions whereas in Blackwell’s model
theinteractionisassumedtobesimultaneous.Sincetheaircam-
paign problem must explicitly model the sequence in which
the resources interact, the multiple resource interaction model
is closer to reality than Blackwell’s multicomponent attrition
model.
In this paper, we retain the game-theoretical premise un-
derlying an air campaign while taking into account both its
temporal and spatial dimensions. We develop a simple but
realistic multiple resource interaction model that addresses sev-
eral important issues arising in SEAD-assisted air campaigns.
The basic premise behind this approach is that any military
campaign is basically a sequence of interactions between
different resources of the adversaries. Furthermore, these inter-
actions take place in two different dimensions: 1) spatial and 2)
temporal. In the spatial dimension, the adversaries decide on
the spatial distribution of resources in the battlefield and the
movement and route planning of these resources in order to
achieve their goal. In the temporal dimension, the adversaries
decide on the strength of their resources to be used at different
times during the campaign. We make an assumption (which
is somewhat heuristic, but it does have a logical premise)
that the overall air campaign problem can be decoupled in
these dimensions and the resultant problems can be addressed
separately. This is the spatio–temporal approach taken in this
paper. Solutions to these problems are then integrated to obtain
an overall decision making capability for the campaign. This
last is not very straightforward and there is no guarantee of an
optimal solution in the global sense. However, this approach
does seem to yield a potentially useful set of solutions that
take into account both the spatial and temporal aspects of the
overall problem. It should be noted that the rigorous theoretical
results of the temporal resource allocation problem has been
reported in Ghose et al. [19], [20]. In this paper, we present just
the relevant aspects of the more detailed results available in the
above papers, and use them in solving the overall air campaign
problem. Some preliminary results on the spatio–temporal
resource allocation problem is also available in [21].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present
the details of the model representing the air campaign and iden-
tify the temporal and spatial aspects of the overall problem. In
Section III we solve the spatial resource allocation problems to
obtain optimal ingress corridor and optimal GT and AD move-
ment strategies. In Section IV we use the aggregated model to
solve the temporal resource allocation by both adversaries. In
Section V we present the aggregation and deaggregation tech-
nique used to integrate the temporal and spatial solutions. In
Section VI several simulation studies are presented to illustrate
the main concepts behind our approach. Section VII concludes
the paper.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Air Campaign Against Enemy Invasion
The problem we address concerns the invasion of RED GTs
into the BLUE territory. The RED GTs are protected by several
RED AD units. The BLUE forces, on the other hand, try to
destroy as much of the GT strength as possible while trying
to avoid the AD units. To do this the BLUE forces employ
two types of resources. The first constitutes several SEAD
units that are certain types of flight vehicles equipped with
sophisticated sensor systems that detect the presence of AD
units by latching on to their emitted signals and then destroys
them using anti-radiation missiles [24], [25]. The SEAD units
are used to create a safe corridor for the BMB aircraft, which
are the second type of resources used by the BLUE forces,
to penetrate enemy territory. The BMBs are used to destroy
primarily the GTs.
The campaign is assumed to take place on a battlefield
modeled as a gameboard consisting of a collection of several
hexagonal sectors, each having a maximum of six neighboring
sectors. A corridor is defined as a string of sectors from a
starting point to an end point. Normally, the starting point
would be the location of a SEAD unit or a BMB unit and
the end point would be the location of the target (which in
this case would be a GT).
The operational objectives of the various resources are as
follows:
1) GTs attempts to advance until it reaches a well-defined
BLUE border;
2) ADs attempt to destroy SEADs and BMBs to protect
themselves and the GT;
3) SEADs precede BMBs to sanitize a corridor of AD
threats;
4) BMBs fly through the sanitized corridor to target GTs.
The aircampaign is modeled as a multistagecampaign where
each stage, comprising of a mission, is of about half a day dura-
tion. At the beginning of each stage, both players need to make
the following decisions:
BLUE Decisions: i) Determination of the ingress corridor
and ii) selection of the number of BMBs and SEADs to be
used in a given mission.
RED Decisions: i) The total number or strength of ac-
tive AD units; ii) identification of active and passive ADs;
iii) movement of AD units; and iv) movement of GT units.
The possible states that a unit of a given resource can assume
are as follows:
AD (Active, Passive): Active AD units are those that have
their radars in the tracking mode. Therefore, they not only
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by the SEADs. Passive AD units are those that have their
radarsturnedoffandhenceareundetectable.Theycanalso
be moved from one sector to another during a campaign
stage. Since their radars are turned off they have a low
probability of being detected by SEADs.
SEAD (Active, Passive): Active SEADs are those that are
used in the current stage or mission of the campaign. Pas-
sive SEADs are kept in reserve for use in later stages of the
campaign.
BMB(Active,Passive):ActiveBMBareusedinthecurrent
stageormissionofthecampaignandpassiveBMBarekept
in reserve.
The air campaign takes place on a gameboard having a single
border that separates the BLUE and the RED territories. BLUE
SEAD and BMB base is located somewhere in the BLUE terri-
tory. The RED forces have resources of GTs and AD units that
are located somewhere in the RED territory.
Some of the major assumptions are listed below.
1) The air campaign is played out in several stages.
2) Each stage is of sufficiently long duration to enable one
SEAD/BMB mission to be completed and to enable the
RED forces to move its GTs and ADs.
3) A single mission in the BLUE air campaign consists of a
single ingression by SEADs followed by the BMBs.
4) The SEADs engage ADs on its ingress corridor while
BMBs may engage both ADs and GTs.
5) The ADs have the choice of remaining hidden (passive)
or they may have their radars in the track mode (active).
6) When ADs are active, they may be assumed to remain
stationary and when they are passive they are undetected
and can be moved to adjacent sectors.
Note that the last assumption may mean that the ADs will not
be able to keep up with the GTs on a long route. Therefore,
a more realistic assumption would be to allow ADs to move
alongside the GTs and expend them selectively. That is, ADs
that become active may remain active until they are destroyed
while the passive ones continue to move with the GTs until they
are called upon to become active. Alternatively, one may move
both active and passive ADs with the passive ADs remaining
undetected. Some of these alternatives will be examined in the
simulation study.
B. Notations and the Spatio–Temporal Model
The gameboard is denoted by where each
identifies a sector in the gameboard. The set of sectors adja-
cent to a sector is denoted by . In the following, we use
todenotethedecisionvariablesunderthecontroloftheBLUE
player and to denote the decision variables under the control
of the RED player. The superscripts generally identify the type
of decision variables or player resources, while the subscript
denotes the stage of the campaign.
A SEAD/BMB corridor in at the th stage is denoted by
where each and .
Furthermore, is a sector containing the GT unit and is
the sector where the SEAD and BMB bases are located. In its
most general form could either be a fixed integer (which
would imply that each SEAD/BMB mission must be of a cer-
tain fixed length in terms of number of sectors), or it could be
bounded above by (which would imply a constraint
on the SEAD/BMB capability in terms of fuel or endurance),
or it could be an arbitrarily large integer (implying that no such
constraint exists on the SEAD/BMB capability). Note that
is one of the decision variables of the BLUE forces in the th
stage of the game.
Let denote the location of the GT units on the game-
board in stage .
Let denote the movement of the GT unit from its current
locationtoone oftheneighboringsectors.Thus, isa decision
variable of the RED forces at the th stage of the game.
Let denote the collection of AD units.
At a given stage , let the location of AD units on the game-
board be given by with implying
that the AD unit is located in the sector at stage of
the game.
Let define the movement of the AD unit from its cur-
rent location to one of its neighboring sectors. Thus,
is the decision variable of the RED forces at
the th stage of the game.
Let define the status vector for the AD
units, where denotes the status (active or passive) of the AD
unit in stage . We may take if the AD unit is active
and if it is passive.
Let be the GT strength, be the SEAD strength, and
be the BMB strength available at the beginning of the stage .
Let be the AD strength vector where
is the strength of the AD unit . The strength of SEAD, BMBs,
and GTs can be directly modeled as numbers or capabilities of
the specific resources. The strength of the AD units, however,
requires a somewhat more elaborate treatment in the form of an
aggregation process. We will discuss this aspect later.
The state of the game at each stage is completely defined
by and .
The control variables of the players at stage are as follows.
The RED controls are (GT movement), (AD
movement), (AD status, active or passive), and
with (AD strength
used). Note that the status control variable and the AD
strength control variable can be merged by assuming that
when the AD strength used is zero, its status is passive.
The BLUE controls are (ingress corridor),
(SEAD strength used), and (BMB strength used).
The loss functions are defined as follows. Let denote the
loss function for GT strength, denote the loss function for
AD strength, denote the loss function for SEAD strength,
and denote the loss function for BMB strength.
The state equations would be given by
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
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where denote stages in the game, with being
thetotalnumberofstages.Intheabove,themovementoftheGT
and AD units are defined through (1) and (2), whereas (3)–(6)
define the variation in the resource strength.
Attritions on SEAD, BMB, and GT strengths are defined
through the loss functions that depend on various parameters,
control, and states of the system. For instance, the loss in GT
strength is modeled through the function and is a function
of the surviving BMB strength that reaches the GT position.
The surviving BMB strength is itself a function of the surviving
AD strength after the SEADs have passed through the corridor,
and the BMB strength used by the BLUE. Finally, the
surviving AD strength is a function of the SEAD strength used
, the AD strength used , AD unit placement
and status , and the ingress corridor . The other loss
functions are similarly defined.
The strength of each AD unit, unlike the other resource
strengths, depends on the spatial dimension of the problem. In
particular, it depends on the corridor and the location of the AD
unit. Consider Fig. 1, where the envelope around the AD unit
defines its zone of influence, or the region in which the AD unit
generates risk for the BLUE aircraft (SEAD or BMB). It could
be considered as the kill probability or a quantity which is a
function of the kill probability, terrain features, etc. We will call
it risk and define a risk index for each sector within the zone
of influence of the AD unit. The total strength of the AD unit
at the stage is denoted as and is defined as the sum of
the risk indices associated with the sectors within the zone of
influence of the AD unit. However, this total strength is not the
AD strength since not all of it can be used for interacting with
SEADs or BMBs. The strength of the AD unit on the given
corridor is defined as the sum of the risk indices on the sectors
that form the corridor and are within the influence zone of the
AD unit, and is denoted as .
The game as formulated here has a significant spatial dimen-
sion in the sense that the actual locations of the GTs and ADs
determine the losses that the SEAD and BMB missions suffer
and hence determine their effectiveness. The spatial dimension
of this problem concerns the movement and location of RED
GTs and ADs and the selection of the string of sectors that de-
fines an ingress corridor for the BLUE SEADs, and gives rise to
the spatial resource allocation problem. The state equations that
correspond to the spatial dimension are (1) and (2). The tem-
poral dimension of the game is concerned with the decision on
how many of the SEAD and BMB of the BLUE forces and how
many of the ADs of the RED forces should participate in a mis-
sion.Thisgivesrisetothetemporalresourceallocationproblem.
The state equations that correspond to the temporal dimension
are (3)–(6).
III. SPATIAL RESOURCE ALLOCATION
The spatial resource allocation problem basically addresses
the problem of creating an optimal corridor of ingress for the
BLUE SEADs and BMBs. It also addresses the problem of the
movement of the GTs and the ADs of the RED forces.
Fig. 1. AD strength model.
A. Ingress Corridor
A placement of ADs imposes a risk profile on the game-
board for BLUE aircraft. It quantifies the risk or danger to a
BLUEaircraftinpassingthroughasector.Thisriskisafunction
of the locations and capabilities of ADs used by RED forces. It
may also depend on the kill probability of the AD unit, the ter-
rain, and the type of aircraft. An optimal corridor would be one
with the minimum risk associated with it. The concept of risk
profilehasbeen earlierusedinADapplications quitefrequently
(e.g., see [26]). In the following discussion, we omit the stage
index “ .”
Let the risk on a sector on the gameboard, due to the loca-
tion of the AD unit in the sector (given by placement ),
be denoted by . Then, the risk profile on the gameboard
due to in is given by
(7)
Then the risk profile due to the placement of all the ADs is
given by
(8)
where , the risk at sector due to the AD placement
, is defined as
(9)
The risk on corridor , due to an AD placement is
defined as
(10)
ForagivenADplacement ,thecorridorcreationproblemmay
be formulated as
(11)
Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm [27] can be used to compute
the minimum risk corridor.
The above solution is acceptable if we assume the AD units
to be stationary. On the other hand, if the AD units are capable
of movement (that is, they exercise control through ), then
we may formulate the problem as
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where is defined as the placement obtained by ap-
plyingthecontrol tothecurrentplacementofADunits.This
can be viewed as a game where the two players try to control
the risk profile to optimize the risk on the corridor. The BLUE
forcesdothisbycontrollingthedeterminationofthesectorsthat
constitute the corridor, and the RED forces do this by control-
ling the placement of the AD units.
This latter equation [(12)] is a zero-sum game in normal form
and is unlikely to have a solution in pure strategies. A saddle
point inmixedstrategies, however,would existsince thecontrol
sets of the players are discrete and finite (since there are a finite
number of possible placements of AD unit given the constraint
on their movement and there are a finite number of loop-less
paths from the SEAD/BMB base to the GTs), and so the game,
in principle, can be represented as a normal form zero-sum ma-
trix game, where one player tries to minimize the risk and the
other player tries to maximize it. A mixed strategy, however,
would be difficult to implement, or even interpret, when the
game is played only a limited number of times and the support
set for the mixed strategies is large. A more reasonable solution
to this problem would be a Minimax (or security) strategy.
From the point of view of the BLUE forces, a Minimax solu-
tion can be obtained as follows. Suppose we have a collection
of a finite number of corridors that are feasible
for the BLUE forces, then the problem can be formulated as
(13)
This problem can be solved by obtaining, for every ,
the quantity
(14)
and then computing
(15)
This is easy if the set has a finite (and small) number of el-
ements. If we consider all possible corridors on the gameboard,
then it would yield a finite but inordinately large number of cor-
ridors. To limit this number, we first solve the problem posed in
(11) with as the current placement. The minimum risk cor-
ridor so obtained is called the nominal corridor and is denoted
by .Now,wecompute from(14).Obviously,any
corridor for which need not be consid-
eredasamemberof .Therefore,weneedtofind suchthat
(16)
To implement this, we need an algorithm that computes corri-
dors of increasing cost. For example, an algorithm for solving
the -shortest path problem on a graph [28] would serve this
purpose quite well. Each new corridor obtained by this
process, if it satisfies , can be used as the
nominalcorridorforcomputing(16).Thisprocessisguaranteed
to terminate since there are only a finite number of loopless cor-
ridors possible. When the algorithm terminates, the elements of
are the Minimax solution to the problem in (12) and give the
optimal corridors for the BLUE forces.
For the RED forces, a problem to obtain optimal movement
of the AD units can be formulated as
(17)
and solved by computing the minimum risk corridor for every
possible movement of ADs.
B. Movement of GTs
The GTs have the objective of getting to the BLUE border
with minimum losses. Thus, the route taken by the GTs should
be such that the strength of BMB units must undergo the max-
imum possible attrition as it attacks each sector through which
the GT units pass. The objective is to replace the GT move-
mentproblemwiththeproblemofcreatingaminimumriskpath
on the gameboard with appropriately chosen risk profile. Based
on this requirement, the problem is solved using the following
procedure.
For the current AD placement the risk profile on the
gameboard can be determined as before. We denote the cost to
the GTs, if they are located in sector ,t ob e , which is
defined as the losses inflicted on the GTs by the BLUE BMBs
that survive interaction with ADs if BLUE decides to attack
sector with optimal SEAD and BMB resource strength
(which is obtained from the solution of the temporal resource
allocation problem discussed in the next section). This compu-
tation would take into account the losses suffered by the SEAD
and BMBs as they fly through the minimum risk path from the
SEAD/BMB base to the sector . Assuming that the GTs are
located in , let denote the minimum risk corridor to
for BLUE obtained by solving (11). This information (that is,
the risk profile and the corridor ) can be used to
obtain the aggregated AD strength on the corridor.
Since the available SEAD resource strength and BMB
resource strength are also known, the solution of a tem-
poral resource allocation problem (as explained in the next sec-
tion) would yield the optimal values of AD, SEAD, and BMB
strengths.
The amount of BMB strength that survive the mission to
can then be computed by taking into account the loss functions
given in the state equation (4). Finally, (5) can be used to obtain
the losses that the GTs suffer if they are located in and are
attacked by BLUE SEAD/BMBs through the corridor .
Repeating this procedure for every sector , we obtain a loss
profile for the GTs as
(18)
This loss profile serves as the risk profile for GTs and is used
to find the minimum cost path (for the GTs) from the actual
currentlocationoftheGTstotheBLUEborder,usingDijkstra’s
shortest path algorithm. The first step in this path is considered
as the GT movement for the RED forces in the current stage.
C. Movement of AD Units
The objective of AD unit movement is to maximize the risk
to the BLUE aircraft flying through an ingress corridor. The
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We first determine the optimal BLUE ingress corridor be-
tween the BLUE base and the GT location , assuming that
all the ADs are active. Note that the current strength of the ADs
(which wouldhavesufferedlosses in theengagement inthepre-
vious stage) is used to create this risk profile.
Given the current placement of ADs, let be any other
placement, obtained by moving some subset of the ADs into
neighboring sectors. The set of feasible placements is defined
bythe constraintontheGTmovementcontrol variable . Fur-
thermore, the subset of ADs selected for movement is also cru-
cial and may depend on the status of the ADs.
We choose a by solving
(19)
In the above, it is assumed that the ingress corridor is fixed and
the ADs move to maximize the risk on the corridor. A disad-
vantage of this procedure (as we will see in the simulation) is
that the corridor anticipated by the RED forces may be different
from thecorridoractually usedbytheBLUEforces.This canbe
rectified by imposing constraints either on the movement of the
ADs or on the selection of the subset of ADs that are eligible to
move. This is somewhat heuristic and a more rational, and also
computationally more intensive, way to accomplish this would
be to adopt the procedure given in (17).
IV. TEMPORAL RESOURCE ALLOCATION
Thetemporalresourceallocationproblembasicallyaddresses
the problem of allocation of BMB, SEAD, and AD resources by
the two players over several missions.
A. Problem Formulation
The scenario for the SEAD air campaign is shown in
Fig. 2 which shows the ground troop position “GT” and the
SEAD/BMB base. Thecorridor through which theSEAD/BMB
fly is also shown along with the ADs that have influence on
the corridor. The shaded area shows the lethal zone of the AD
units. In the temporal resource allocation problem we dispense
with the spatial dimensions of the overall problem and assume
that the air campaign takes place on a single corridor defended
by ADs of the RED forces from SEADs and BMBs of the
BLUE forces that fly from one end of the corridor (where the
SEAD and BMB stations are located) to the other end of the
corridor (where the target GT is located). The ingress corridor
is assumed to be known (actually it is obtained from the
solution of the spatial resource allocation problem described in
the previous section). We also assume that in the state equations
(3)–(6) and , in addition to , are known. Another
(somewhat strong) assumption made is that the AD strengths
are aggregated into a single state variable representing the total
AD strength denoted by . Thus, the interaction of the SEADs
and BMBs with the ADs are represented by a single interaction
each and the attrition arising from each of these interactions
is distributed among the constituent ADs using a deaggrega-
tion technique. The aggregation and deaggregation process,
described in the next section, is closely related to the spatial
dimensions of the problem which determines the corridor of
Fig. 2. SEAD-assisted air campaign scenario.
operation and which, in turn, defines the effectiveness of ADs
against SEADs and BMBs through loss/attrition functions.
AstageinagameisdefinedasasinglesortieinwhichSEADs
and BMBs participate. At any given stage of the game, the
BLUEforceshaveanavailableSEADstrengthof andaBMB
strength of . Similarly, the RED forces have an available AD
strength of . The target has a strength (or value) of . The
quantities and are known to the players at the
beginning of a stage. Note that in (6) is now replaced with
the aggregated AD strength .
The solution to the temporal resource allocation problem is
an optimal decision by both players regarding the amount of
resourcetobe used ineachstageofthegame. Morespecifically,
the BLUE forces have to decide on the amount (that is, number
or strength) of SEADs and BMBs to be used in each sortie or
stage and the amount of these resources to be kept in reserve for
use in later stages. Similarly, the RED forces have to decide on
the amount of AD strength to be used to defend the corridor at
each stage of the game and the amount to be kept in reserve for
use in later stages. It is assumed that each adversary has a finite
level or strength in each resource. The objective of the BLUE
forces is to minimize the effect of the surviving GT strength
overaspecifiednumberofstageswhiletheobjectiveoftheRED
forces is to maximize this effect.
At any given stage of the game, the BLUE forces partition
and as
(20)
where and are used by the BLUE
forces in the campaign at the th stage and and
arekeptinreserveor“rest”forlateruse.Thus,the
decision that the BLUE forces need to take at the beginning of
each stage is how much of the SEAD and BMB force strengths
should be used for the campaign at that stage and how much of
these strengths are to be kept in reserve.
Similarly, at stage , the RED forces have the option of
keeping some of its ADs “hidden” (or passive) while the rest
can be switched on (or made active) to track and engage SEADs
and BMBs. Thus, the RED forces partition its AD strength as
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where is the AD strength used to engage SEADs
and BMBs and is the AD strength kept in re-
serve for later use. Note that represents the aggregated AD
strength used according to the individual AD strength vector
and the AD status vector . Thus, the decision variables
of BLUE forces at the beginning of stage in the temporal re-
source allocation game is and for the RED forces it is
.
The sequence of interaction between the resources of the two
players and the damages suffered by the resources due to these
interactionswiththeadversary’sresourcesinagivenstage are
as follows:
First, the SEADs fly along a designated corridor and engage
ADs located on it. The ADs and the SEADs inflict damage on
each other. Let denote the surviving SEAD strength and
denote the surviving AD strength
(22)
(23)
where defines the damage that the SEAD strength suf-
fers when it is confronted with AD strength, and defines
the damage that the AD strength suffers in its interaction with
SEAD strength.Note that isderivedfrom in (3)for a spe-
cific corridor and placement of AD units . Furthermore,
the variables and are subsumed into the decision variable
. A similar interpretation for also holds except for the fact
that this function represents only that part of the attrition that
ADs suffer due to interaction with SEADs.
Next, the BMBs fly through the corridor and are engaged by
ADs defending the corridor
Surviving BMB strength
(24)
Surviving AD strength
(25)
where defines the damage that the ADs inflict on the
BMBs and defines the damage that the BMBs inflict on
theADs.Thefunctions and haveaninterpretationsimilar
to and above, except that represents only that part of
the attrition that ADs suffer due to interaction with BMBs. The
functions and together represent the function in the
state equation (6).
Finally, the BMBs engage the GTs at the end of the corridor
Surviving GT strength
(26)
where is the damage that BMBs inflict on GTs and has
a similar interpretation.
At the next stage , the two players have the following
resource strengths available:
(27)
The complete state equations corresponding to the above se-
quence of resource interactions are as follows:
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
with the controls of the two players denoted as
with and ; and with
.
A resource interaction table that summarizes the above se-
quence of interactions is shown in Fig. 3. In this game, we de-
fine the payoff to be the cumulative damage caused by the sur-
viving GTs at each stage. This could be represented as the sum
of the surviving GT strengths at each stage. This is the payoff
that the RED forces maximize and the BLUE forces minimize.
The payoff at the end of the designated stages is
(32)
Considering a simplified model where the loss to a given re-
source is assumed to be a function of only the adversary’s inter-
acting resource strength (that is, the strength of the adversary’s
resource that interacts with the given resource). Moreover, the
lossesare“linear”inthesensethatthelosstoaplayer’sgivenre-
source is proportional to the adversary’s resource strength with
which the given resource interacts, but within the bounds of re-
source availability. Let
(33)
where the function denotes the loss in strength
suffered by resource when it interacts with resource of the
adversary, and and are nonnegative scalars. The
first equation means that SEAD strength is destroyed by one
unit of AD strength. The other loss parameters have a similar
interpretation.
The corresponding state equations are
(34)
(35)
(36)
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Fig. 3. Resource interaction table for stage k for SEAD-assisted air campaign.
with the control variables constrained as in the general state
equations.
B. The Single-Stage Game
Consider the payoff at the th stage
(38)
with the controls and
. Suppose we want to solve the game
only for the th stage treating it as a single-stage game. That is
(39)
The payoff function (38) does not satisfy the standard con-
vexity-concavity properties normally used for proving the ex-
istence of saddle point in pure strategies [29]. However, the
payoff function does satisfy the property that it is a monoton-
ically decreasing function of and and a monotonically
increasing function of (we define a function
to be monotonically increasing (monotonically decreasing) if
whenever ). This property
can be used along with Fan’s Minimax theorem [30] to prove
thatasaddlepointinpurestrategiesexistsforthe thstageofthe
game, treated as a single-stage game, with the payoff as given
in (38). The detailed proofs of these assertions are given in [19]
and [20]. Note that the saddle point may not be unique and mul-
tiplesaddlepointsmayexist.Theinterchangeabilitypropertyof
saddle points ensure that the payoff for all saddle point strate-
gies is the same [29]. It is possible to characterize the saddle
point strategies of the two players using the standard saddle
point property according to which, if is a saddle point
strategy pair, then
for all (40)
It is possible to solve this game to obtain the saddle point
strategies for the two players in closed form. The solution pro-
cedure is based on the fact that only one of the following three
situations can arise:
1) RED has sufficient AD resources to destroy all the BMBs
before they reach the GTs, even when BLUE uses all its
available SEAD and BMB strength;
2) BLUE has enough SEAD and BMB resources to ensure
that enough BMBs survive after interaction with ADs to
completely destroy the GTs, even when RED uses all its
available AD strength;
3) even when the two players use the maximum resources
available, the GTs are neither completely destroyed nor
do they survive intact.
Based on these observations and the monotonicity property
of the payoff function and loss functions [19], [20], the solution
of the single-stage game, in terms of the saddle point strategies
of the two players, can be obtained as follows:
1) If and , then the saddle
point strategies are given as
(41)
(42)
and the value of the game is .
2) If and ;O ri f and
; then the saddle point strategies are
given as
(43)
(44)
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3) If neither of the conditions in 1) and 2 ) above holds, then
the saddle point strategies are given as
(45)
If then
(46)
else (that is, if )
(47)
where issuch that .Thevalueofthegame is
.
Note that the saddle point, except in one of the cases in 3), is
not unique in general. However, by the interchangeability prop-
erty of saddle point strategies in zero-sum games, each pair of
strategies selected from the above sets is a saddle point strategy
pair and yields the same payoff which is the value of the game.
This multiplicity of saddle point strategies, in fact, gives rise to
a related problem of selection of saddle point strategies by the
players. This aspect has been discussed in detail in [20].
If the condition in 1) above holds then we say that RED has
a “winning” (denoted by “W”) strategy. Essentially, if 1) holds
then RED can ensure the destruction of the BMBs completely
before they reach the GTs, irrespective of the resources used by
BLUE. Consequently, all the GTs survive. If 1) does not hold
then we say that RED has a “nonwinning” (denoted by NW)
strategy implying that BLUE can destroy some nonzero amount
of GTs irrespective of the resources used by RED. Similarly,
if the condition in 2) holds then BLUE is said to have a win-
ning strategy since BLUE would be able to destroy the GTs
completely, irrespective of the AD strength used by RED. If 2)
does not hold then BLUE has a nonwinning strategy and some
nonzero GTs will survive irrespective of the resources used by
BLUE. If neither the conditions in 1) nor the conditions in 2)
are satisfied then both players have nonwinning strategy. Obvi-
ously, as mentioned earlier, both players cannot have winning
strategy at any given stage.
C. Multistage Game
With the above results in place, we examine the multistage
game. The termination of the game occurs if either:
1) all GTs get destroyed before the last stage is reached,
or
2) The last stage is reached.
From the above results, the game terminates before stage if
BLUE has a winning strategy, and uses it, at any stage.
In the multistage game, the player’s controls are defined as
(48)
(49)
where is the number of stages; , and
; with ; for all
.
In the multistage game, we would like to find saddle point
strategies to achieve
(50)
Unfortunately, there is no guarantee of a saddle point in pure
strategies existing unless we impose further conditions on the
payoff kernel at each stage. In the multistage game define the
payoff kernel of the game at the stage as
(51)
where is the value of the game at stage , obtained
when players play optimally, and
represents the state equations (34)–(37). The variable
represents the resource strengths.
The optimal payoff is given by
(52)
If a saddle point exists, then the solution of the above problem
gives the optimal strategies of the players at the th stage of the
multistage game. The optimal payoff of the multistage game is
then given by .
It turns out that if
satisfies the property that
for all and a fixed (53)
for all and a fixed (54)
then the multistage game has a saddle point in pure strategies at
each stage .
The details of the proof of the above assertion is given in
[20], which basically uses the idea that the conditions (53) and
(54) ensure that for each player there exists a choice of resource
levelsthatsatisfytheconditionsofFan’sMinimaxtheorem[30].
If the optimal pure strategies for the players at each stage
are and , then the optimal pure strategies
for the multistage game are defined as and
.
It can be shown that if the conditions given in (53) and (54)
hold then a saddle point pure strategy for the multistage game
is a stationary strategy given by the optimal solution of the
single-stage game. This assertion is based on the observation
that if at a given stage both players have only NW solutions
then any deviation from the single-stage saddle point solution
would result in higher surviving resource strengths of the other
player. The cumulative surviving GT strength will accordingly
decrease or increase at the end of the game. If BLUE has a W
solution in a given stage and deviates from it (that is, uses a
NW solution), then the payoff in that stage is nonzero, thus in-
creasing the total payoff. Similarly, if RED has a W solution
and deviates from it in that stage (and uses a NW solution), then
the surviving GT strength decreases, thus reducing the payoff in
that stage. In subsequent stages the payoff may decrease further
orremainthesame.Inanycase,thedeviationbyREDdecreases
the cumulative payoff at the end of the game.
Theconditionsgivenin(53)and(54)arenoteasytoverifyfor
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smaller number of stages it is possible to verify these conditions
computationally. If these condition do not hold then the optimal
strategies of the players would be mixed behavior strategies.
Evenif theyare pure strategiestheymay nolonger be stationary
[20].
For the linear model adopted in this paper the optimal strate-
gies for the players at each stage can be further simplified as
follows:
If then .
If , then .
If , then if
and otherwise.
If , then
.
In the above, the sets and are defined as
(55)
(56)
(57)
(58)
where and are variables that correspond to the
SEAD, BMB, and AD resource strengths, respectively. The sets
and are such that the BLUE player will not be able to
destroy RED GTs completely if it confines its allocation to the
set . Similarly, the RED player will not be able to protect its
GTs completely (so that they remain undamaged) if it confines
its allocation to the set . A schematic representation of the
optimal allocation for BLUE is given in Fig. 4. The optimal
allocations are in the shaded region shown in the figure if the
availableresourcestrengthsaresuchthatthepoint does
not lie in the interior of . In which case, any allocation in the
shaded region is optimal and will destroy the GTs completely.
These are the “winning” solutions. Otherwise, if the point lies
in the interior of , then
1) if this point lies on the left of the line then
the optimal allocation is ;
2) if it lies on the right side of this line then the optimal
allocation is and .
Thesesolutionsarethe“nonwinning”solutions.Similarly,if
lies in the interior of then is the optimal allocation, and
is a “nonwinning” solution. Otherwise, the optimal allocation
wouldbeanypointin andiscalled“winning”.
Each such winning allocation would destroy the BLUE BMBs
completely so that no damage would be inflicted on the GTs.
Although, depending on the available resource levels, the
game admits multiple saddle points in pure strategies, it is
logical for players to avoid using excessive resources. This
implies that the RED forces will use
(59)
and the BLUE forces will select a Pareto minimum point from
its solution set given above. The Pareto minimum set is shown
Fig. 4. Optimal resource allocation and the Pareto minimum set.
in Fig. 4 as the bold line when the available resources are not in
the interior of . When the resource level is in the interior of
then: 1) if then ;2 )i f
then .
V. INTEGRATION OF SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL SOLUTIONS
The solutions to the spatial and temporal resource allocation
problems are integrated through a aggregation/deaggregation
process described below.
A. Aggregation and Deaggregation
In the following, we suppress “ ,” denoting the th stage,
from the variables for simplicity. The aggregation process es-
sentially generates the risk profile and computes the aggregated
AD strength . The deaggregation process distributes the ag-
gregated losses to the AD strength among the constituent ADs
anddetermines thestatusoftheADunitsbydistributingtheAD
strength used among the ADs.
For the aggregation process, we use a vector that defines
the effectiveness of an AD unit against an aircraft in a sector
near the AD location. That is, the strength of an AD unit is
on a sector where this AD unit is located, on a sector
one step away from the AD location, and so on. In general, the
strength of an AD unit is on a sector located steps away
from the AD location. For computational simplicity we assume
that only a finite number of ’s are nonzero. We do not specify
the exact nature of ’s except that it may be related to several
factors that definethe effectivenessofan AD against an aircraft.
For example, a simple model for could be a function of a
probability of an aircraft being destroyed while passing through
a sector located steps away from the AD location.
AssumingthattherisktotheBLUEaircraftonasectorisalso
a function of the effectiveness of individual AD units, the risk
profile can be computed. For example, if we assume that
the risks are also the same as the AD effectiveness, and can be
added linearly, then it is simply the summation of the risks at
each sector. Therefore
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where isthedistanceinnumberofsectorsbetweenthe
sector and the sector where the AD unit is located. The
variable is the strength reduction factor associated with the
AD denoted as . This is equal to one at the start of the game
and gradually reduces as the ADs suffer attrition in subsequent
stages.Wewilldescribelaterhowthisquantityiscomputed[see
(68)].
To compute the aggregated AD strength under the as-
sumption of linear additivity of risks, we let
(61)
which is the strength of the AD unit on the corridor. The in-
teger isthenumberofsectorsthatareonthecorridorand
are exactly steps away from the sector . The total available
AD strength can be calculated by summing all the individual
AD strengths
(62)
Knowingtheavailableresourcestrengths and ,
we solve the temporal resource allocation problem and obtain
the optimal amounts and allocated by the two players
at the current stage. The allocation has to be obtained by
deciding on the identity and number of ADs to be made ac-
tive during this stage. The increments in allocated AD strength
achieved by activating additional AD units are discrete. There-
fore, we select a subset of
such that we have
(63)
The elements of the status vector then take values 1 or 0
according to if (active ADs) and if
(passive ADs).
A straightforward way to determine is to sort the AD
strengths in descending order and take the minimum number
of the largest elements that sum up to a quantity .
For deaggregation, we use a vector that defines the effec-
tivenessofaSEADagainstanAD.TheeffectivenessofaSEAD
sectors away from an AD is assumed to be given by . This
factor has a similar interpretation as the effectiveness factors
defined above.
WecomputethevulnerabilityoftheADunit tothedamage
inflicted by the aircraft flying through the corridor as
(64)
Let the aggregated damage to ADs, inflicted by the SEADs, be
denoted by . This damage can be distributed among the ac-
tive AD units proportionally to their vulnerabilities as follows:
Let be the vulnerability indices of the active ADs.
Then, we assume that the damage sustained by the th active
AD is
(65)
The strength of the th active AD after its interaction with
SEADs is
(66)
Its strength reduces by a factor of
(67)
and the new strength reduction factor (that is, the strength
reduction factor at the next stage) for this AD becomes
(68)
A similar distribution of attrition is defined when the ADs
interact with BMBs. We omit the details.
VI. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
A. The Simulation Algorithm
The algorithm used for simulating the decision making
process in an air campaign is as follows.
1) BLUE creates a ingress corridor assuming (a) AD loca-
tions on the gameboard are known, and (b) all ADs are
active.
2) Compute the AD strength using the aggregation process
given in Section V-A.
3) Solve the temporal resource allocation problem for both
BLUEandRED.Thesolutiontothetemporalresourceal-
location problem is used to obtain the number of SEADs
and BMBs to be employed for the current stage of the
campaign. It is also used to specify the number and lo-
cation of ADs to be made active using the deaggregation
procedure given in Section V-A.
4) The engagement is simulated with the interactions taking
place sequentially as given in Fig. 3.
5) Distribute damages (or losses) to the ADs using the deag-
gregation process given in Section V-A.
6) Solve the GT movement problem for RED using the AD
strength remaining after the engagement.
7) Create the RED anticipated corridor and solve the AD
movement problem.
The algorithm is shown in Fig. 5. Each block represents a de-
cision process by one or both players. The engagement block
mainly represents the application of the temporal resource allo-
cation solution and computation of the outcome of the sequen-
tial interactions between aggregated resource strengths. Hence,
thisisnota“true”simulationoftheseveralresourceinteractions
constituting the air campaign, but rather it is a simulation of the
aggregatedmultipleresourceinteractionmodelrepresentingthe
air campaign.
The information dependence of each block in stage
is shown in Fig. 5. The thick dark lines represent the decision-
makingsequenceusedinthealgorithm.Thethindarklinesindi-
cate the information flow in the algorithm. More explicitly, the
information requirement of each decision block in the simula-
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Fig. 5. Block diagram for the air campaign simulation algorithm.
1) Computation of the ingress corridor: Surviving resource
strengths from the previous stage (actually, it only re-
quires the strengths of the ADs), the current location of
the GT (which is obtained from the GT movement de-
cision block of the previous stage), and the current AD
location (which is obtained from the AD movement deci-
sion block).
2) Temporal resource allocation: Current ingress corridor
and the aggregated strengths of the surviving resources.
3) Determination of AD status: Solution of the temporal re-
source allocation problem, the current ingress corridor,
the current location of the ADs, and the surviving AD re-
source strengths from the previous stage.
4) Computation of surviving resource strengths: Current
ingress corridor, the temporal resource allocation by
players, and the identification of the active and passive
ADs by RED.
5) GT movement: Surviving resource strengths and current
AD location.
6) AD movement: New resource strengths and current GT
location.
Note that this information flow pattern gives a certain infor-
mational advantage to the BLUE forces in the sense that at a
given stage the AD locations and GT location are known to the
BLUE forces while planning the corridor. For an informational
pattern where this information is not available to the BLUE
forces, the optimal corridor creation decision block should be
replaced by the game-theoretical version given in (12) or the
BLUE security strategy obtained from (13)–(16). Similarly,
when BLUE has the information advantage (as in this case),
RED could also use a security strategy as given by (17). In fact,
in the last simulation experiment we examine this situation.
Finally, other types of information availability to the players
can be simulated by appropriately modifying the information
flow into the decision blocks in Fig. 5.
B. Assumptions
The major assumptions are the same as described in Sec-
tion II. The specific numerical values used in the simulation are
given here. In the simulation studies presented in this section,
we assume a 7 7 hexagonal gameboard, representing the bat-
tlefield. The BLUE territorial border is the bottom most row of
the gameboard. At the beginning of the air campaign, the fol-
lowing resource levels are available to the two adversaries:
BLUE: 20 SEADs and 10 BMBs;
RED: 25 GT units and 4 AD units.
The location of the BLUE SEAD/BMB bases are in one of
the bottom most sectors comprising the BLUE border. This is
the sector from which all the BLUE ingress corridors originate
(see Figs. 6–10). The GT and AD units are represented by the
symbols shown in Fig. 6, and their initial locations are shown in
the Stage 1 configuration in all of the figures.
The effectiveness of ADs against the BLUE aircraft (both
SEAD and BMB) is as follows:
NotethatthesenumbersreflecttheassumptionthatanADisless
effective in the sector where it is located, mainly because most
surface to air missiles do not have boost phase control (that is,
they are hard to control for the first few seconds after launch).
The vulnerability of the ADs to the SEADs (or the effective-
ness of the SEADs against ADs) is defined as
The loss functions (to be used for the temporal resource al-
location decisions and calculation of attrition) are represented
through the following coefficients:
The ingress corridor creation algorithm assumes a low arbitrary
pathcost(orsectortosectortransitioncost)ofabout0.1toallow
the shortest path algorithm to avoid generating corridors with
loops or corridors that are counter-intuitively long and winding.
In practice, this cost could reflect a penalty on the time, the fuel
expended,orriskduetoprolongedexposuretootherREDlethal
resources.
C. Simulation Results
We carry out five simulations with identical initial configu-
ration of resources in which the GTs are allowed to move one
sector in each stage. In the first four simulations, RED predicts
the BLUE ingress corridor given the current placement of AD
units in every stage, and then moves the AD units to maximize
riskonthispredictedcorridor.Thesimulationsdifferonthecon-
straint placed on AD movement. We experiment with several
modes of AD movement.
In Fig. 6, which shows the first simulation study, both active
andpassiveADsareallowedtomoveamaximumoftwosectors
at each stage. The obvious disadvantage of this plan is that the
ADs can move too close (that is, overcommit the available AD
resources) to the ingress corridor anticipated by RED, giving
BLUE an opportunity to plan the ingress corridor so that it by-
passes the new AD locations. As a result, ADs do not inflict
much damage on the BLUE SEADs and BMBs and hence fail
to protect the GTs effectively.
Note that the available AD strength is computed based upon
the effectiveness of the ADs against BLUE aircraft and is de-
fined as the resultant risk imposed on the ingress corridor. Thus,
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Fig. 6. Two-step AD movement. Both active and passive ADs are eligible.
Stage 1: S = 25;S = v =2 3 ;S = u =2 0 ;S = u =1 0 . Stage
2: S =1 6 :7;S = v =1 2 :8;S = u =1 5 :4;S = u =8 :3. Stage
3: S =9 :2;S = v =5 :6;S = u =1 2 :8;S = u =7 :5. Stage 4:
S =1 :9;S = v =3 ;S =1 1 :7;S =7 :3; u =9 :9;u =1 :9. Stage
5: S =0(destroyed), S =2 :5;S =1 1 :1;S =7 :2.
Fig. 7. One-step AD movement. Both active and passive ADs are eligible.
Stage 1: S =2 5 ;S = v =2 3 ;S = u =2 0 ;S = u =1 0 . Stage 2:
S =1 6 :7;S =2 3 :2;S =1 5 :4;S =8 :3. Stage 3: S =1 0 :26;S =
25:47;S =1 0 :7;S =6 :4. Stage 4: S =6 ;S =1 7 :9;S =5 :6;S =
4:2. Stage 5: S =3 :5;S =9 :5;S =2 :1;S =2 :6. Stage 6: S =
1:75;S =1 1 :2;S =0 :2;S =1 :71.
corridor is shown by the thick black line. The active ADs are
close to the corridor (that is, within two sectors of the cor-
ridor). The single passive AD does not have any influence on
the ingress corridor. At the end of Stage 1 (and at the beginning
of Stage 2) all the resources have suffered some attrition during
the interactions in Stage 1. Note that the BLUE resources have
suffered less damage than the RED resources. At the beginning
of Stage 2, the GTs and ADs have moved. The ADs are moved
by the RED forces by first computing an anticipated corridor
(shown by the shaded path) and then moving the ADs so as to
impose the maximum possible risk on this path. It turns out that
Fig.8. Two-stepADmovement.OnlypassiveADsareeligible.Stage1:S =
25;S = v =2 3 ;S = u =2 0 ;S = u =1 0 . Stage 2: S =
16:7;S = v =2 7 :1;S = u =1 5 :4;S = u =8 :3. Stage 3: S =
10:7;S = v =1 8 ;S = u =1 0 ;S = u =6 . Stage 4: S =
6:1;S = v =8 :3;S = u =6 :3;S = u =4 :5. Stage 5: S =
2:2;S = v =3 :2;S = u =4 :7;S =3 :9;u =2 :4. Stage 6: S =0
(destroyed), S =1 0 ;S =4 ;S =3 :7.
Fig.9. One-stepADmovement.OnlypassiveADsareeligible.Stage1:S =
25;S = v =2 3 ;S = u =2 0 ;S = u =1 0 . Stage 2: S =
16:7;S = v =2 7 :7;S = u =1 5 :4;S = u =8 :3. Stage 3: S =
10:7;S = v =1 9 :6;S = u =9 :9;S = u =6 . Stage 4: S =
6:4;S = v =1 0 :4;S = u =6 ;S = u =4 :3. Stage 5: S =
2:9;S = v =4 :4;S = u =3 :9;S =3 :5;u =3 :2. Stage 6: S =0
(destroyed), S =2 :5;S = u =3 ;S =3 :1.
the shaded path (or the anticipated corridor) is similar to the ac-
tualingresscorridorinthepreviousstage.Thisisexpectedsince
theanticipatedcorridoriscomputedusingtheADconfiguration
inthepreviousstageand,althoughtheADstrengthshaveunder-
gone attrition in Stage 1, they impose a similar relative risk map
on the gameboard. Because of the over-commitment by RED,
theBLUEingresscorridorisquitedifferentfromtheREDantic-
ipated corridor and so the BLUE forces are able to inflict more
damage than the RED forces. This process continues through
Stage 4 when all the GTs are destroyed. At Stage 3 one ADGHOSE et al.: MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF AIR CAMPAIGN RESOURCE ALLOCATION 417
Fig. 10. One-step AD movement. Both active and passive ADs are eligible.
Security strategy for RED. Stage 1: S = 25;S = v =2 3 ;S = u =
20;S = u =1 0 . Stage 2: S =1 6 :7;S = v =3 1 :5;S = u =
15:4;S = u =8 :3. Stage 3: S =1 1 ;S = v =2 5 ;S = u =
9:1;S = u =5 :6. Stage 4: S =7 :7;S = v =2 5 :5;S = u =
4:1;S = u =3 :4. Stage 5: S =6 :7;S =2 0 :7;S = u =0
(destroyed), S = u =1 ;v =9 :7. Stage 6: S =6 :7;S =2 0 :1;S =
u =0(destroyed), S =0(destroyed).
unit gets completely destroyed and after Stage 4 only one AD
unit remains. Actually, Stage 5 is redundant in this simulation
since the GTs are destroyed in Stage 4. However, it illustrates
thepossibleGTand ADmovementsandcreation ofingresscor-
ridor if the GTs were still there. This simulation shows that due
to over-commitment by the RED forces, and the informational
advantage of the BLUE forces, BLUE takes advantage of the
situation and creates corridors that bypass the AD units.
In Fig. 6, the available resource strengths and used resource
strengths givenin the caption are those that are computed by the
solution of the temporal resource allocation problem. Note that,
in a general case, the actual deaggregation process would allo-
cate strengths and losses that are slightly different from those
prescribed by the optimal solution due to the discrete nature of
the AD strength allocation.
In the above simulation study, the ineffectiveness of RED
strategy was largely due to the over-commitment of the AD
units. In the next simulation study we try to control this aspect
by limiting the extent of AD movement per stage. In Fig. 7 both
passive and activeADs are allowed tomovea maximum of only
one step per stage. It turns out that the ADs still over-commit
on the anticipated corridor, but the ADs are utilized more effi-
ciently than in the previous case.
The game goes up to six stages and, in the end, the GTs
reach the BLUE border with a small surviving strength. The
defense by the RED ADs seems to be quite effective and so
a large amount of SEAD and BMB resources are destroyed.
However, one of the deficiencies of the RED strategy is that
the corridor anticipated by RED is almost always different
from the actual corridor used by BLUE (except in Stage 3).
In spite of this, the RED defense is effective because the ADs
move along with GTs and provide adequate protection. Note
that the AD strength available increases slightly between Stage
5 and Stage 6. This happens because of a more favorable
configuration of ADs on the gameboard with respect to the
ingress corridor. Also, note that none of the ADs get destroyed
completely in this simulation.
Tobalancethemismatchbetweentheanticipatedcorridorand
the actual corridor, in the next simulation study, we allow only
the passive ADs to move at each stage by two steps. This con-
straintis fairly realistic sincean activeADwould haveitsradars
in the track mode to engage BLUE aircraft. It would be impos-
sible for it to move while in the active mode. The simulation
results are shown in Fig. 8.
Except in one stage (Stage 2), in all other stages the antic-
ipated corridor by the RED is the same as the actual corridor.
However, a major drawback of this approach is that the active
ADs get left behind since they are stationary. They move only
when their status changes from active to passive. Therefore,
even though none of the ADs gets destroyed completely in this
simulation study, their effectiveness is reduced due to the fact
thattheygetleftbehindandhavenoinfluenceontheingresscor-
ridor. Also, all the GTs get destroyed before reaching the BLUE
border.
The next study is similar to the above but with the RED pas-
sive ADs being allowed to move only one step. The results are
shown in Fig. 9. The anticipated corridors and the actual ingress
corridors are the same in each stage. However, in almost all the
stages, all ADs are on and so they remain stationary and get left
behind. Therefore, their influence on the corridor diminishes in
later stages. All GTs also get destroyed.
In the next simulation, we approach the AD movement deci-
sions from a game-theoretical viewpoint. Consider a game, in
which the RED player’s move is to chose a feasible placement
ofADs,whiletheBLUEplayerpicksaningresscorridor.Asex-
plained in Sections III-A and III-C, the solution of this game in
mixed strategies exists (since the set of possible AD placements
and loopless corridors on the gameboard is finite), although
these are difficult to compute and interpret. However, using se-
curity strategies for either (or both) players appears more mean-
ingful, while still being somewhat computation-intensive.
We consider the case when the RED player makes the move
first, and BLUE can plan the ingress corridor given the new
AD placement. This is the same information pattern that we
have assumed in the previous four simulation studies. How-
ever, the simulation differs in the sense that RED selects its AD
movements using (17). The best new placement of ADs is com-
putedbyobtainingtheminimumriskcorridorforeverypossible
movement of the ADs, and then maximizing over those min-
imum risks. This provides the most effective use of ADs.
Theresults are shown in Fig.10. Theanticipated corridor and
the actual ingress corridor is the same at each stage. The RED
forces areable todestroy theSEADsand BMBscompletelyand
reach the BLUE border with some GT strength.
A deficiency of the above simulation studies is that they do
not actually model the air campaign engagement but rather
they use the aggregated version of the air campaign, created
for solving the temporal resource allocation problem, as the
simulation platform. A more realistic simulation platform with
the individual un-aggregated interactions between BLUE and
RED resources would have given a more realistic set of results.
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of this paper. The studies presented above are adequate for
illustrative purposes. Their main intention is to show how the
air campaign planning decisions (for both adversaries) can be
derived from game-theoretical formulations by decomposing
the problem into its temporal and spatial dimensions, and used
in actual air campaign decison making by both adversaries. The
results of the simulation studies also show that starting from
the same initial spatial and temporal configuration of resources,
the outcome of the game changes significantly depending on
the information pattern imposed on the air campaign. A related
important issue concerns the strategies adopted by the players.
Game-theoretical strategies are shown to be superior, although
more computation-intensive, to arbitrary strategies.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we presented a game-theoretical formulation
of an air campaign incorporating both the spatial and temporal
dimensions in the model. The solutions to these two resource
allocation problems are obtained separately and integrated
through an aggregation/deaggregation technique. The air
campaign problem addressed has certain generic elements
that are applicable to other theater-level campaign scenarios.
Several examples are presented to show the effect of different
strategies on the outcome of the game. The approach shows
how air campaign decisions (both for offense and defense) can
be derived from game-theoretical solution concepts applied to
a multiple resource allocation model of the air campaign. The
simulations illustrate several interesting solutions that arise
due to the way that players use their information based on
game-theoretical ideas. Further work in this direction would
involve derivation of strategies for a more realistic multiple
interaction model that does not aggregate the interactions
into single interaction blocks, development of computational
techniques to obtain temporal resource allocation strategies for
different payoff functions and objectives, and incorporation of
the spatial decision making process into the temporal resource
allocation decisions directly.
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